
 

 

 

 

Tomorrow’s Engineers Energy Quest 

Volunteer Information 
 

Energy Quest is a fun and engaging programme designed to inspire young people in STEM, whilst 

simultaneously developing their knowledge of energy and environmental topics. 

 

Energy Quest - Background Information 

Funded by Shell, Energy Quest is included under Engineering UK’s established and popular 

‘Tomorrow’s Engineers’ brand. Targeted towards Year 8 and 9 students (age 12-14), the programme 

provides careers information to help students with their future subject options. The Energy Quest 

programme consists of two distinct elements: The Energiser Event and The Bright Ideas Challenge. 

Part 1: The Energiser Event (in-school workshop) 

The in-school workshop is delivered in England by experienced education outreach company Learn 

by Design under the Tomorrow’s Engineers brand. The event is a half day STEM workshop including 

hands-on activities, careers information and inspirational films from engineers currently working in 

the energy sector. The duration of the workshop is approximately 2.5 hours and is designed for 30 

students; the workshop is often repeated in the afternoon so that 60 students from a school can 

participate. On occasions the workshop is run for 60 students per session. 

Part 2: The Bright Ideas Challenge 

The Bright Ideas Challenge is a competition which follows the Energiser Event. A small group of 

students come up with a product or idea which addresses the problems explained during the 

Energiser Event. The shortlisted regional winners each win funding for further STEM activities in 

their school, and then participate in a national final to win funding to put their idea into practice. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Requirements for Volunteers 

The main role for a volunteer is to work alongside both the staff member delivering the in-school 

workshop and the students, providing enthusiastic support and guidance to the students while they 

complete the engineering focussed tasks. Your presence will enhance the learning of the students 

and provide them with the opportunity to learn more about engineering in a fun, informal setting, as 

well as gain a better understanding about what a career in engineering might look like for them. 

There will likely be a point during the workshop where the students are encouraged to ask the 

volunteer questions; these will likely be questions such as: 

• What is your job and what does it entail? 

• What do you do on a typical day? 

• What did you study and what was your route into engineering? 

• Why did you choose engineering? 

Be prepared for what may seem like random or inappropriate questions, such as ‘How much do you 

earn’; you can turn this around to tell students how much an engineer earns on average. 

 

Practical Requirements 

All volunteers must have a completed DBS check; if you do not already have one from your own 

company we recommend you complete this via STEMNET (details on how to become a STEM 

ambassador can be found here: http://www.stemnet.org.uk/ambassadors/how-to-become-a-stem-

ambassador/. 

If you wear a uniform to work, or have a branded polo shirt or similar, this would be ideal to wear; 

otherwise, please wear formal clothing suitable for a school environment. 

Volunteers will need to commit to supporting the in-school workshop or the Bright Ideas Challenge. 
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